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Known to the world as Kid Kaiju,
Kei Kawade has the Inhuman ability to
summon and create monsters simply by
drawing them. JOINED BY CREATURE-EXPERT
Elsa Bloodstone, Kid Kaiju AND HIS TEAM
protect the world from monsters
gone bad.
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The New
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m.o.d.o.k. 2.0

Kei and his monster pals were kidnapped by the New Intelligencia, who
want to harness Kei’s ability to create monsters for their own nefarious
ends. They’re willing to go to any lengths to do this--including sending
a troop of monsters to attack Kei’s home when he refuses to cooperate.
Just when all seemed lost, Elsa and Mole Man came to the rescue, and
they all raced back to the Island of Mu to save Kei’s parents.
Ready to defend their home, Kei and his monsters combine into their most
powerful form, Smasher. Unfortunately, they’re not the only monsters
who know that trick…
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new intelligencia hq.

th-they’re
gone!
kid kaiju
and the little
beasts are
gone!

yes, they
stayed just
long enough
to make you
all look like
buffoons.

I’d watch
your tone,
hellbender!
you might
be a queen on
your homeworld…
but you hold no
such lofty title
here!
the new
intelligencia
will not be
spoken to in
such a manner-not by some
mercenary!

our alien
friend is right,
m.o.d.o.k.

we are the
greatest evil minds
ever assembled, and we
have been played
like fools.
but fools-heh--often devise
the most rewarding
of jests!

that’s the kind of positive attitude
that will see our coven through the
tough times, thinker.
kei kawade
might not be in our
clutches, but he is
still playing into
our plans.

he has managed
to restore his
creatures to their
original size.
and he has
merged them into
their composite
form.

“they have
engaged our
own monster
in battle!

ultrathunder
barrage!

“this--I imagine-is the stage of
combat in which
adrenaline
is pumping.
“one so young
and inexperienced
as ‘kid kaiju’
might mistake the
rush for hope.
“we’ll allow the
boy to chase that
feeling for a bit…
“…as that will
only exacerbate
the sting of his
inevitable defeat.”

that’s it,
smasher!

now we’ve
got him
reeling!

kei!
no!
deanna, you
can’t! it’s too
dangerous!
like
it or not,
this is kei’s
fight.

the island of mu.

agent clark, I am
attempting to contact
s.h.i.e.l.d., the avengers,
and the inhumans!
but I believe the
attacking monster
has some sort of innate
signal-scrambling
aura.

we need
to get kei’s
parents to
safety!

whoever
sent that
thing after us-they don’t want
us calling for
help!

gloria clark.
damage control.

yes,
I’m
thrilled
you’re
enjoying
yourself,
mole
man.

rescuing
surface
dwellers!
this is
all so new
and exciting
to me!

